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HIGH HEMP ORGANIC WRAPS 25ct/PACK

About the product

BANANA GOO - Banana Goo is our newest flavor with the most hype. With a hint of banana candy and
natural banana flavoring, this wrap will definitely give you tropical vibes.

BARE BERRY - High Hemp Bare Berry Wraps has a very berry taste made with California raspberries,
blueberries and blackberries.

BLAZIN' CHERRY - High Hemp Blazin' Cherry is a sweet and delicious wrap made entirely from Hemp
and natural ingredients. This wrap has a blast of real cherry flavor and will be your new favorite!

GRAPEAPE - High Hemp Grapeape is the third flavor that we have created with our beliefs of everything
natural and organic. In creating Grapeape we mix an array of different types of grapes; like Candice,
Autumn Royale, and Concord. This fusion of grapes creates a unique flavor of Grapeape. 

HONEY POT SWIRL - High Hemp Organic Hemp Wraps Honey Pot Swirl is the first of its kind! With a
smooth sweet graham and honey substitute aroma, as you open the pouch, you'll quickly fall in love.
Using only natural honey substitute flavoring, our wraps continue to be 100% Vegan! Roll up the sauce
High Hemp Honey Pot Swirl.

HYDRO LEMONADE - High Hemp Hydro Lemonade is one of our most creative flavors yet. With natural
extracts, we have accomplished a very soothing splash of lemon aroma. You'll feel like you're squeezing
out fresh lemons with every roll.

MAUI MANGO - High Hemp Maui Mango Organic Wraps are the first of its kind! With a smooth tropical
aroma, as you open the pouch, you'll quickly fall in love. Using only natural mango flavor, you'll instantly
smell the difference. Roll up the tropics this summer with High Hemp MauiMango. 

ORGANIC - High Hemp Organic Wraps is the first ever Hemp Herbal Wrap, made from sustainably grown
European hemp. Imported from the Netherlands, this is the best alternative to all the harsh toxic
ingredients used in traditional wraps today. You have the smooth taste of traditional hemp rolling paper,
but the even slow burn of a traditional tobacco wrap. We offer our clients the best of both worlds with
our patent-pending formula. High Hemp Organic Wraps is certified organic, tobacco-free, GMO-free, and
gluten-free. These measures give our paper some of the highest purity ratings in the market today!
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